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Nuclear Power and Nonproliferation:
The Controversy over

Nuclear Exports, –

During the decade of the s, three largely unanticipated developments – the
rapid growth of nuclear power in the United States and abroad, increasing
terrorist actions and threats around the world, and the testing of a nuclear
explosive by India – triggered major controversies over U.S. policies for pro-
tecting nuclear plants and materials. The debate gave greatly increased visibil-
ity to the problems of domestic and international “safeguards,” which was the
term applied to preventing the theft, loss, or diversion of nuclear materials or
the sabotage of nuclear plants. The central issue was whether the expanded use
of nuclear power to meet world energy demands would lead to accelerated
proliferation of nuclear weapons among nation-states, or worse, to terrorist
acquisition of a nuclear bomb. In the United States, the federal agencies
responsible for the safety of civilian nuclear programs, the Atomic Energy
Commission (AEC) and, after it was abolished, the Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission (NRC), responded by substantially tightening domestic safeguards
requirements in nuclear power plants and in the transportation of nuclear
materials, despite vocal complaints from the nuclear industry. The interna-
tional aspects of the problem proved to be even more controversial, particularly
the development of a policy that governed the export of nuclear fuel and other
materials to foreign countries for nuclear power production. The debate over
exports created sharp conflicts between Congress and the White House over
the impact of authorizing or withholding the shipment of nuclear materials. It
also caused tensions between the United States and other nations over questions
that touched on national sovereignty, international politics, energy sufficiency,
commercial competition, and the reliability of the United States as a supplier
for the nuclear power needs of foreign countries.

Although the connection between nuclear power and nuclear weapons took
on increased urgency in the s, the concern over illicit use or unauthorized
possession of nuclear materials was hardly new at that time. As early as , it
was an important element in the first proposal considered by the U.S. govern-
ment for international control of atomic energy, the Acheson-Lilienthal plan.
The report that outlined the plan made clear that the processes used to produce
fuel for nuclear power, which was still a distant dream, could also be used to
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make nuclear weapons. It suggested that fuel for nuclear plants might be
“denatured” so that it could not be applied to building bombs, but this solution
proved to be chimerical. Scientists knew of no foolproof way, then or later, to
“denature” nuclear power fuel so that it could not be converted to a form
suitable for making bombs.

The relationship between nuclear power and nuclear weapons took on
renewed importance in the wake of the landmark address, “Atomic Power for
Peace,” that President Dwight D. Eisenhower delivered to the United Nations
General Assembly on  December . Deeply concerned about the growing
nuclear arms race between the United States  and the Soviet Union,  the
president suggested that greater emphasis be placed on the peaceful applica-
tions of atomic energy. He proposed the creation of an international agency
that would accept contributions of fissionable materials from the existing
nuclear powers and allocate them for peaceful purposes. The International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) was established in  to promote the peaceful
applications of the technology and to exercise very limited authority to detect
diversion of nuclear materials from civilian to military purposes. At about the
same time, the United States entered a series of bilateral agreements with
foreign nations in which it pledged to provide nuclear fuel and services in
return for assurances that the recipients would not use the American-supplied
materials for atomic weapons.

Eisenhower’s “Atoms for Peace” initiative aggravated the problem of provid-
ing effective safeguards against proliferation. It was clear to U.S. officials that
making nuclear materials and knowledge of nuclear technology widely avail-
able increased the chances that more nations would acquire nuclear arms. But
they were willing to take a “calculated risk” because they were persuaded that
the advantages of civilian nuclear energy outweighed the potential for prolif-
eration of nuclear weapons from the expanded use of the technology. Further,
they viewed U.S. leadership in the field of atomic energy as a “wasting asset”
that should be exploited while the opportunity remained. It was apparent that
the United States could not, over the long term, prevent the spread of knowl-
edge about the technology. Therefore, the Eisenhower administration sought
to gain some commercial benefits and control over the use of atomic energy by
other nations by offering to share both materials and expertise. It realized that
enforcement of safeguards through the IAEA and the provisions of bilateral
agreements could not guarantee against proliferation, but it regarded those
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arrangements as the best available means of discouraging more countries from
building nuclear weapons.

The goal of nonproliferation suffered setbacks when France (in ) and
China (in ) tested their own nuclear bombs. The success of China in joining
the nuclear club with a surprisingly sophisticated weapon was particularly
unsettling to Western nations. This gave rise to intensified efforts to avoid the
further expansion of the number of nuclear-weapons states. With the strong
support of both the United States and the Soviet Union, the eventual result was
the Treaty on the Nonproliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT), which was
signed by sixty-one nations on  July  and entered into force on  March
. The treaty embodied the assumption that the spread of nuclear arms to
more countries destabilized international relations and increased the chances
of a nuclear war. By signing the NPT, nuclear-weapons states agreed not to
transfer nuclear weapons to other countries or to assist them in building their
own. Non-nuclear-weapons states agreed not to receive nuclear arms or to
manufacture their own. In return, the treaty affirmed that all signatories were
entitled to “the fullest possible exchange of scientific information” and other
assistance in developing the peaceful applications of nuclear energy. After the
NPT went into effect, the IAEA took steps to strengthen its safeguards proce-
dures, especially by establishing more rigorous accountability and verification
requirements for nuclear materials. The effectiveness of the agency’s safeguards
programs was limited, however, by its dependence on the cooperation of the
states whose nuclear facilities it inspected and by its lack of independent power
to enforce sanctions if it found evidence of diversion.

For two decades after Eisenhower’s Atoms for Peace initiative, the potential
connections between the expansion of nuclear power and the availability of fuel
for nuclear weapons received little high-level attention. The nuclear power indus-
try was still in its infancy, and although policymakers were aware that the growth
of civilian uses of nuclear energy could abet the spread of nuclear weapons, they
did not focus their attention on what was still a rather abstract issue. Bilateral
agreements, IAEA safeguards, and the Nonproliferation Treaty seemed to provide
adequate, if hardly foolproof, measures to discourage the use of materials from
civilian nuclear programs for the construction of nuclear weapons.
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The prevailing outlook on the connections between nuclear power and
weapons proliferation gradually began to shift after the nuclear power industry
in the United States and other industrialized nations experienced an unex-
pected boom. Beginning in the mid-s, the number of nuclear power reactors
ordered and built in the United States suddenly and rapidly increased. Between
 and , American utilities ordered a total of sixty-eight nuclear units,
which contrasted with the twenty-two applications for construction permits
between  and . A similar though less pronounced pattern occurred in
Western Europe and Japan. The growth in nuclear power orders generated
growing concerns that “special nuclear materials” would become more easily
available to nations or to terrorist groups that sought nuclear weapons. Special
nuclear materials are plutonium and the isotopes uranium- or uranium-
enriched in uranium- or uranium- that can be used, in different forms and
levels of enrichment, to fuel both nuclear reactors and weapons. Nearly all the
nuclear power plants under construction during the reactor boom were “light-
water reactors” that used uranium fuel enriched to about  percent of the
fissionable isotope uranium-. This “low enriched uranium” cannot be used
for a nuclear explosive, which requires either uranium enriched to  percent
or more of uranium- (as in the atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima) or
plutonium (as in the bomb dropped on Nagasaki and U.S. nuclear weapons
tested after World War II).

Although light-water reactor fuel is not suitable for making a nuclear
explosive unless it is enriched to a bomb-grade level of uranium-, the growth
of nuclear power raised new concerns about the availability of plutonium that
could fuel nuclear weapons. In the late s and early s most experts
believed that by the end of the century plutonium would largely replace low
enriched uranium as fuel for nuclear power. Plutonium could be obtained by
the chemical reprocessing of spent fuel from light-water reactors in plants built
for that purpose, or it could be produced in bountiful quantities in the future
by “breeder reactors” then on the drawing boards. Expanded use of plutonium
in the generation of nuclear power would magnify the chances that foreign
nations and/or terrorists could acquire it for the manufacture of nuclear
weapons.

The possibility that terrorists could obtain plutonium and build a nuclear
bomb emerged as a major source of public apprehension in the early s. The
central figure in making nuclear terrorism a prominent public issue was
Theodore B. Taylor, who had designed atomic bombs at Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory and worked on other nuclear projects in industry and government
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before setting up his own consulting firm in . His experience had convinced
him that a well-informed illicit bombmaker did not have to duplicate the
Manhattan Project to build a weapon that could cause enormous destruction.
Taylor pointed out that much information about how to make an atomic bomb
could be gleaned from unclassified sources, and he insisted that it was not a
terribly difficult task if one had the required special nuclear materials. He
suggested that a bomb need not be sophisticated or efficient to cause staggering
death and destruction; a very crude bomb could yield enough explosive power,
for example, to topple the World Trade Center in New York or destroy the
Hoover Dam on the Colorado River. Taylor’s views received a great deal of
attention in the scientific and popular press. An article in Science magazine in
, for  example, emphasized  the risks that  the increasing  availability of
plutonium would present and asserted that “the only real obstacle now stopping
anyone from building a perfectly good bomb is the present scarcity of materials
and . . . tight security.”

Taylor’s  warnings  were especially  alarming because  of the increase of
terrorist activity around the world in the early s. The London Economist

observed in November : “Terrorism is developing into a form of total war,
the kind of  war in which there is no distinction between combatants and
noncombatants.” The murder of Israeli athletes at the  Olympics, the
kidnapping of newspaper heiress Patricia Hearst in , and a wave of less
publicized but still distressing skyjackings, letter bombings, assassinations, and
other terrorist acts heightened the impact of Taylor’s arguments. He received
support from other analysts who reached similar conclusions. A report com-
missioned by the AEC, for example, asserted in  that the terrorist threat
was real and growing. “Terrorist groups,” it declared, “have increased their
professional skills, intelligence networks, finances, and levels of armaments
throughout the world.” The AEC denied that building an atomic bomb was as
easy as Taylor and others suggested, and it substantially tightened safeguards
requirements to protect nuclear materials in transit and in domestic nuclear
plants. Nevertheless, it recognized, as an AEC staff member told a working
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group of the Cabinet Committee to Combat Terrorism that President Richard
M. Nixon established in , that the “danger of radioactive material, particu-
larly plutonium, falling into the wrong hands, exists.” If this occurred, bomb-
grade material could conceivably be smuggled into any country. Therefore, the
United States had strong incentives not only to provide better protection of
nuclear materials at home but also to push for upgraded safeguards abroad.

While the specter of nuclear terrorism was commanding headlines, the
possibility that the increasing use of nuclear power would undermine the goal
of nonproliferation was a subject of quieter concern among nuclear profession-
als. As early as May , Victor Gilinsky and William Hoehn, analysts with the
RAND Corporation, had completed an influential study that suggested that the
expansion of civilian nuclear programs under the provisions of the Nonprolif-
eration Treaty could lead to weapons proliferation. Focusing on the potential
for diversion by national governments, they pointed out that under IAEA
safeguards, a non-nuclear-weapons state could quite legally acquire the tech-
nology, equipment (including reprocessing plants), and special nuclear mate-
rials it needed to build nuclear weapons. Within a short time, before the IAEA
and the international community could act, a nation that was so inclined could
use plutonium or enriched uranium to make a few primitive nuclear bombs.
This seemed most likely to occur in developing nations that sought a small
nuclear arsenal. Gilinsky and Hoehn observed that the “effectiveness of safe-
guards in deterring clandestine diversion is in providing ‘early warning’ in time

to permit some preventive action to be taken.” Therefore, the objective of safeguards
should be to prevent “the accumulation of critical materials, facilities, and
technology.” The Gilinsky-Hoehn paper, though not widely circulated, im-
pressed nuclear experts with its projections of how nuclear power technology
and fuel could be quickly applied to making nuclear weapons.

Gilinsky and Hoehn’s analysis seemed remarkably prescient when India
conducted a test of what it called a “peaceful nuclear explosion” on May .
The Indian nuclear test greatly intensified official and public interest in inter-
national safeguards, which joined the fear of nuclear terrorism as a prominent
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policy issue. The Indian test gave nonproliferation substantially heightened
importance and urgency by creating new anxieties about how the export of
peaceful nuclear technology could lead to the spread of nuclear weapons. It
raised the prospect of, in the words of U.S. News and World Report, “a ‘minor
league’ a-bomb race” that would undercut the purposes of the Nonproliferation
Treaty. The Indian explosion not only demonstrated serious flaws in existing
international safeguards; it also posed difficult questions about how the United
States should respond to India’s arrival as a power with the unmistakable
capability to produce nuclear weapons. India used plutonium from a research
reactor  supplied by Canada and,  as was  later revealed,  heavy  water  that
probably came from the United States to build its “peaceful nuclear device.” It
reprocessed fuel from the research reactor to obtain plutonium for the nuclear
test in a plant that had operated openly for years. The Indian government
claimed that since its nuclear explosion was carried out for peaceful purposes,
it had not violated a bilateral agreement with Canada that prohibited the use
of nuclear materials for weapons. Canada sharply disagreed; its minister of
external affairs, Mitchell W. Sharp, called the Indian test a “severe setback” to
the goal of nonproliferation. Canada promptly suspended and later terminated
the shipment of nuclear materials and equipment to India. India escaped
condemnation for violating the Nonproliferation Treaty because it was not a
signatory.

The Nixon administration carefully considered its response to the Indian
nuclear test. An interdepartmental study submitted to the National Security
Council a short time after the test affirmed that “limiting the number of nuclear
weapons powers remains a major US interest” and that India’s nuclear capabil-
ity “represents a setback to our non-proliferation efforts.” A concurrent inter-
agency review conducted by the National Security Council’s “Under
Secretaries Committee” reached the same conclusion about the importance of
nonproliferation as a foreign policy objective. It cited as reasons that “inhibiting
the spread of nuclear weapons” was a vital national goal, even if prevention was
not always possible: ) because the danger of nuclear war and international
instability “would significantly increase with an unrestrained spread of nuclear
weapons”; ) because widespread acquisition of nuclear weapons would com-
plicate international diplomacy and reduce American influence by giving new
nuclear powers a “sense of greater independence”; ) because achieving arms
control agreements would be more difficult; ) because the spread of nuclear
weapons would offer enhanced opportunities for terrorists to obtain special
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nuclear materials or bombs; and ) because the expansion of nuclear power,
which seemed essential to meet world energy needs, would be undermined.

It was much easier to agree on the importance of nonproliferation than to
decide on how to accomplish it. Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger elected
to issue only mild criticism of the Indian test. Some administration officials
urged that the United States condemn India and perhaps impose sanctions, but
Kissinger opted for a bland statement that contrasted sharply with Canada’s
response. Although he was aware that a restrained U.S. reaction would raise
doubts about its commitment to nonproliferation, he preferred to avoid giving
the Indian explosion undue notice and elevated status. In part, this reflected
Kissinger’s general lack of interest in proliferation issues and preoccupation
with what he regarded as more pressing problems. In part, it probably also
resulted from Nixon’s plans to make nuclear technology available to Israel and
Egypt for peaceful purposes. Nixon, whose presidency was reeling and soon to
end because of the Watergate scandal, traveled to the Middle East in June 
and offered to sell nuclear equipment and fuel to Israel and Egypt after
agreement on safeguards. Under those circumstances, the State Department
did not want to highlight the connections between nuclear power and nuclear
weapons by calling further attention to the fact that India had used materials
supplied for civilian applications to conduct its nuclear test.

Critics of the muted U.S. response to India’s nuclear demonstration pro-
tested that it undermined the goal of nonproliferation and underestimated the
potential for converting nuclear materials exported for peaceful purposes into
bombs. Those concerns increased when Nixon offered civilian nuclear tech-
nology to Egypt and Israel within a month after the shock of the Indian test.
Consequently, influential members of Congress took redoubled and sustained
interest in issues relating to nonproliferation. Senator John Glenn (D-OH)
commented: “The apparent diversion of plutonium by India from a Canadian
reactor for a ‘peaceful’ explosion demonstrates exactly the dangers we face. . . .
We must do everything in our power to avert the use of this material by terrorists
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and to protect against the prospect of a world of nuclear armed states turning
to violence to resolve differences.”

Despite Kissinger’s desire not to overstate the importance of the Indian test
by delivering strong objections, it was a major event with far-reaching policy
implications that could not be ignored. The interdepartmental Under Secre-
taries Committee, in a careful reexamination of the U.S. approach to nonpro-
liferation that it had begun before the Indian test, affirmed the importance of
limiting, if not completely halting, proliferation. In a paper designated as
National Security Study Memorandum (NSSM) , the committee suggested
that the problem had entered a “crucial stage.” The use of commercial nuclear
power was growing throughout the world, and after the Indian explosion, other
countries might be more inclined to build nuclear weapons. The effectiveness
of the Nonproliferation Treaty was, at best, questionable. The committee
argued that since nuclear materials and equipment were still available from
only a few nations, and since those nuclear suppliers  generally  opposed
proliferation, the United States  should seek  cooperative  arrangements to
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strengthen safeguards and export controls. It recommended that a “restricted
conference” attended by the major nuclear suppliers – the United States,
France, the Soviet Union, West Germany, Japan, Great Britain, and Canada –
be held to discuss their common interest in discouraging proliferation.

As NSSM  acknowledged, the spread of nuclear technology to many
nations weakened the ability of the United States to impose its nonproliferation
objectives on the rest of the world. The study observed that the United States
remained the “dominant international supplier of nuclear power plants and
fuel, but our leverage in the international commercial nuclear field is dimin-
ishing.” While the United States provided about  percent of the materials and
equipment in the world market outside the Soviet bloc, other nations had
developed the experience and know-how to export nuclear technology. They
also had powerful incentives to expand their nuclear markets. The industrial
nations of Europe, particularly France and Germany, decided to rapidly in-
crease their nuclear power capacity in response to the Arab oil embargo and
energy crisis of –. Since the domestic markets of those countries did not
seem large enough to support a nuclear power industry economically, they
looked to sell plants abroad.

The full impact of the changing competitive environment for nuclear power
sales, and for nonproliferation strategies, became apparent in June  when
Germany announced plans to sell to Brazil not only power reactors but also a
uranium enrichment facility and a fuel reprocessing plant. Under this agree-
ment, Brazil would buy plants that would make available the complete nuclear
fuel cycle under safeguards that exceeded IAEA requirements. But, following
the example of India, Brazil had already made clear its intention to test “nuclear
explosives for peaceful purposes,” and the agreement did not define what was
meant by “peaceful purposes.” The German deal with Brazil elicited strong
protests from the United States. The New York Times called it “nuclear madness.”
Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff (D-CT) observed: “Hard economic times and the
high price of oil have combined to establish a desperate need to sell and a
desperate need to buy nuclear power reactors. . . . The resulting cutthroat
nuclear competition is leading to the spread of plutonium reprocessing and
enrichment facilities.” A short time later, the shock of the German agreement
with Brazil was amplified by the revelation that France was negotiating to sell
reprocessing plants to Pakistan and South Korea. The implications for U.S.
nuclear vendors and for the goal of nonproliferation were profound. It was
apparent that competition for nuclear markets was becoming more formidable
and that the eagerness of nuclear suppliers to find new customers seriously
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threatened nonproliferation objectives. The sale of enrichment and reprocess-
ing  plants to non-nuclear-weapons  states would give them  the ability to
produce fuel for nuclear weapons as well as for nuclear power.

Under those circumstances, representatives of the nuclear supplier nations
listed in NSSM held a series of meetings in London to discuss their common
interests and steps that they could take to deter proliferation. After Nixon’s
resignation as president, President Gerald R. Ford had followed up on the
recommendations of NSSM  to convene the major nuclear exporters. The
principal goals of the United States were to strengthen IAEA safeguards and
make certain that they were “both effective and widely applied,” to curb the
spread of enrichment and reprocessing facilities, to “impose special conditions”
on exports to volatile regions such as the Middle East, to upgrade physical
security requirements for nuclear materials, and to “minimize the risk” that
nuclear materials from supplier nations would be used for peaceful nuclear
explosions. The London Suppliers Group, as it was called, first gathered in early
; although no public announcement was made, the meeting was a poorly
kept secret. The meetings highlighted differing views and priorities among the
exporting nations. The United States complained bitterly to Germany about
its arrangement with Brazil, but the Germans refused to abandon it. The
European participants regarded American appeals for more stringent export
requirements as an effort to undercut their commercial ambitions. American
representatives protested that other suppliers, especially France and Germany,
were using the “sweeteners” of fuel cycle plants to gain a competitive advantage,
since U.S. companies were prohibited  by law from selling enrichment or
reprocessing facilities abroad.

In early , despite their sharp conflicts on those issues, the suppliers group
announced that it had reached an understanding on export policies. The
agreement achieved some but not all of the objectives the United States sought
in its original call for the meetings. The supplier nations placed a series of
conditions on importing states that bought nuclear materials. They would be
required to accept IAEA safeguards, pledge not to use the imported materials
for military or peaceful nuclear explosions, provide adequate physical security
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against theft or sabotage, and consent to apply the same restrictions if they
retransferred materials or equipment to other countries. Although those meas-
ures fulfilled several of the goals of the United States, its negotiators failed to
win agreement for its most important objective – a ban on the export of
enrichment and reprocessing technology. The conferees went no further than
to commit themselves to exercise restraint in considering sales of enrichment
or reprocessing plants.

The accord that the London Suppliers Group reached was an unprece-
dented step toward international cooperation to discourage proliferation; but,
as the Washington Post editorialized, it represented only “fragile progress.” The
export of fuel cycle plants remained an open question, and the application of
IAEA safeguards was not a guarantee against clandestine use of materials from
civilian facilities to build nuclear weapons. The failure of the suppliers’ agree-
ment to fully resolve the complex issues surrounding international safeguards
raised in sharp relief the question of what policies the United States should
follow to curb nuclear proliferation and promote improved safeguards. This, in
turn, highlighted the fact that no single agency within the federal government
served as a focal point or final authority for deciding on the best approach to
nuclear exports and proliferation.

There were two competing and largely irreconcilable approaches to dealing
with exports and international safeguards that stirred considerable debate and
discord. The first was advanced by the State Department, the Energy Research
and Development Administration, and other executive branch agencies with
strong support from the nuclear industry. It held that the key to American
influence in achieving its objectives was to cooperate with other nations to work
out mutually satisfactory solutions to their common problems. This, of course,
was the purpose of the meetings of the London Suppliers Group. Dixy Lee
Ray, assistant secretary of state for oceans and international environmental and
scientific affairs and a former chairman of the AEC, told the Senate Committee
on Government Operations in April : “It is more important than ever for us
to work vigorously in concert with other nuclear equipment suppliers to assure
that we are all following common and prudent export control policies. . . . It
also is important, to my mind, for the United States to continue to associate
constructively with foreign nuclear power programs in ways that will help
assure that these programs are oriented to peaceful purposes.” From that
perspective it was essential that the United States remain a reliable supplier of
nuclear fuel and equipment to its foreign customers. Otherwise, it would
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forfeit its ability to influence them to cooperate in the effort to discourage
proliferation.

The other approach agreed with the executive branch position on the need
to discourage proliferation, but it gave greater emphasis to the threat that
terrorists would gain access to highly enriched uranium or plutonium. Rather
than placing a premium on international cooperation, it favored a unilateral
policy that imposed stringent safeguards on countries that imported nuclear
materials from the United States. A bill introduced into the Senate by Ribicoff,
Glenn, and Charles H. Percy (R-IL) in  embodied this strategy for dealing
with international safeguards, and it won the support of critics of U.S. safe-
guards policies. The proposed legislation, called the Export Reorganization Act
of , provided that the Department of Commerce could issue a license for
commercial  nuclear exports only  if the Nuclear  Regulatory  Commission
determined that the importing nation had imposed safeguards that were “at
least substantially comparable” to those required in the United States. The
Energy Reorganization Act of  had abolished the AEC and replaced it with
the Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) and the NRC.
The law made the NRC responsible for carrying out the regulatory functions
that the AEC had performed.

The export bill stirred strong dissent. One unidentified government official,
presumably from the executive branch, commented, “All Ribicoff has going for
him with this bill is the public’s fear that terrorists are going to steal plutonium
in the Middle East and use it to bomb New York. . . . But that may be all Ribicoff
needs to get the bill enacted.” Executive branch agencies strenuously opposed
the bill; they argued that giving the NRC an effective veto power over exports
could repudiate agreements negotiated by the State Department and sabotage
foreign policy decisions made by the president. This would not only jeopardize
confidence in the United States as a supplier of nuclear materials but also
undermine existing IAEA and NPT procedures for discouraging proliferation.
The nuclear industry, worried about the commercial impact of the legislation,
raised similar objections. Foreign countries expressed indignation over the
provisions and the purposes of the bill. One European official declared, “The
United States has no right to tell us unilaterally that we have to adopt this or
that particular safeguard measure. That impinges on national sovereignty.”

The focus of  much of  the debate over licensing the export of nuclear
materials was the role of the NRC. The Reorganization Act of  gave the
NRC responsibility for making certain that the export of nuclear equipment
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or materials was “not inimical to the common defense and security” of the
United States. This authority was assigned to the NRC along with the other
licensing functions formerly carried out by the AEC. When the Reorganization
Act was being considered by Congress, the White House and the State Depart-
ment did not realize that the NRC, an independent regulatory agency, would
be granted the responsibility for issuing export licenses until it was too late to
make changes in the bill. Early in , before the NRC began operations,
officials in  the  AEC and the White House sought to reverse the largely
inadvertent assignment of authority to the NRC. Those efforts failed, largely
because Ribicoff extracted promises from the designated NRC commissioners
during their confirmation hearings that they were willing to exercise inde-
pendent judgment on export licensing. As a result, the NRC was placed in the
position of making determinations on foreign policy issues that might conflict
with agreements and decisions of the White House, State Department, and
other executive agencies. If that occurred, the president lacked the power to
veto or override the NRC’s judgment.

The legislation introduced by Ribicoff, Glenn, and Percy affirmed the NRC’s
role in regulating nuclear exports. It would make the NRC responsible for
evaluating the suitability of safeguards, including materials accountability and
plant security, in importing countries. If it found conditions to be unsatisfactory,
it could exercise an effective veto over applications for export licenses. NRC
chairman William A. Anders reminded the Senate Government Operations
Committee in early  that the agency lacked the resources and expertise to
make broad foreign policy assessments, but he pledged that it would fulfill its
limited role independently and conscientiously. The export reorganization bill
did not become law in , but its sponsors introduced a revised version that
sought the same goals – to discourage the proliferation of nuclear weapons and
to guard against terrorist acquisition of special nuclear materials.

While Congress was considering legislation, the NRC became involved in
a major controversy over nuclear exports to India that confirmed and enhanced
the misgivings of the executive branch about the agency’s independent role in
foreign policy matters. The question that the NRC faced was whether to license
the export of low enriched uranium that would be used to make fuel rods for
the Tarapur Atomic Power Station, located near Bombay, India. The Tarapur
station included two  electrical megawatt units, built by the General Electric
Company, that had begun operation in . The Tarapur reactors had not
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supplied fuel or other materials for India’s nuclear explosion in . But the
test made the export of nuclear fuel to India a sensitive and prominent issue,
especially in light of the intense concern over safeguards and proliferation that
prevailed as the NRC considered two license applications for uranium for
Tarapur that it received in the latter part of . The Tarapur case became a
crucible for evaluating the procedures of the NRC and other federal agencies
in dealing with nuclear exports, and it underscored the conflicting views on
how to approach the issue.

Under a bilateral agreement negotiated after General Electric had made
arrangements to build the Tarapur plants, the United States supplied fuel for
the reactors and India accepted safeguards. The safeguards were less stringent
than  those in agreements that the United  States entered  into with other
countries, in large part because India refused to go along with all of  the
provisions that applied elsewhere. It did not want to foreclose the option of
producing an atomic explosive. Differences between the United States and
India arose over questions about whether safeguards applied to the reactors or
only to the uranium that the United States provided, and whether India would
be permitted to reprocess spent fuel from the Tarapur facilities. Those issues
were never fully resolved but were deliberately left ambiguous. After the Indian
test explosion of  and the subsequent emergence of safeguards as a major
political issue in the United States, the ambiguities took on considerably greater
importance, especially since the Indian government, which owned the Tarapur
plants, did not subscribe to the Nonproliferation Treaty and had constructed
its own reprocessing plant.

In July  and again in October , the Edlow International Company,
which sold low enriched uranium to India, submitted applications to the NRC
to license shipments for Tarapur. The company’s two applications requested
that a total of about , kilograms of uranium enriched to a maximum of .
percent, enough to make fuel that would last for more than a year in the Tarapur
reactors, be authorized for export. In early , the Natural Resources Defense
Council (NRDC), a leading environmental group, decided to petition the NRC
to intervene in the Tarapur export licensing proceeding. The NRDC’s Gus
Speth told the organization’s executive committee that intervention was a
timely and appropriate action because of the “intense public concern” over
nuclear exports that had developed since the Indian nuclear test.
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The intervention into the NRC’s licensing proceedings requested by the
NRDC, joined by the Sierra Club and the Union of Concerned Scientists,
generated considerable uneasiness among President Ford’s advisers. Philip W.
Buchen, counsel to the president, told attorney general Edward H. Levi that
“the outcome of these applications is very critical for the Government of India
inasmuch as failure to receive the shipment promptly will force initially a
curtailment and eventually a complete shutdown of a nuclear generating
facility important to India’s economy.” A member of Buchen’s staff commented
further that if the United States did not supply uranium to India, other nations
would step in. The result would be a lapse in safeguards and a loss of U.S.
leverage over India. While the White House worried about the possible effects
of the interveners’ petition, fifty-five members of Congress signed a letter
circulated by Representative Richard L. Ottinger (D-NY) that urged the NRC
to allow the groups’ participation in the Tarapur case.

The NRC, after weighing its alternatives on export licensing procedures,
denied the request for a hearing with a trial format. The commission agreed,
however, to hold an open public hearing with a legislative format in which the
petitioners would be invited to participate. At the request of the State Depart-
ment, which emphasized that India’s need for the uranium was urgent, the NRC
decided to separate the two applications by voting on the first shipment and
later holding the public hearing on the second. It pledged that its initial ruling
would not prejudice its judgment on the second shipment.

As the NRC reviewed the Edlow applications, the differing views advanced
by executive branch agencies and many members of Congress on the merits of
the Tarapur case were driven further apart by the revelation that India had
almost certainly used American heavy water in the production of fuel for its
nuclear test in . The United States had sold heavy water to India in .
The heavy water, which India pledged would be applied to peaceful purposes,
was essential for converting natural uranium into plutonium. The Indians had
used plutonium extracted from spent fuel from the Cirus research reactor
supplied by Canada for its  test. In the uproar that followed its “peaceful
nuclear explosion,” the Indian government had offered assurances that it had
not used American heavy water to produce plutonium. The State Department
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and the AEC had accepted the Indian statements without seeking independent
verification.

The issue became a major embarrassment for the State Department after
Victor Gilinsky, whom President Ford had appointed an NRC commissioner,
heard from an IAEA official that, contrary to Indian claims, U.S. heavy water
had been used to make plutonium for the test explosion. Gilinsky passed this
information along to Paul L. Leventhal, counsel to the Senate Government
Operations Committee, who, in turn, informed committee chairman Ribicoff.
In an effort to find out the truth about the matter, Ribicoff fired off a letter to
Secretary of State Kissinger. The State Department’s reply did not ease his
concerns. It cited ERDA’s view that since heavy water “degrades at a rate of
about  percent per year,” the U.S. supply “would have been totally replaced
by about .”  This  argument was  far  from  persuasive; Science magazine
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reported that “many nuclear experts laughed at” ERDA’s contention. One
observer remarked, “This whole thing indicates the State Department sticks its
head in the sand.”

Ribicoff issued a news release on  June  that pointedly questioned the
State Department’s position and suggested that its failure to press India on the
heavy water issue indicated a casual and expedient attitude toward safeguards.
Other observers expressed even harsher criticism; Albert Wohlstetter, a well-
known arms control expert, complained that the State Department “went
through extraordinary contortions to hide the fact that [India] had used U.S.
heavy water.” A few weeks after the initial reply to Ribicoff’s inquiry, Kissinger
shifted his stance. He told Ribicoff that a “misinterpretation” of technical data
and of Indian statements had led to the department’s conclusions. He conceded
that although some of the heavy water used to produce plutonium for the 
test was of Indian origin, there was a “high probability” that U.S.-supplied heavy
water had also been used. The heavy water episode not only undermined the
credibility of the State Department and other executive branch agencies but it
also raised new doubts about the level of their commitment to nonproliferation
and effective safeguards.

While the heavy water issue was fueling an already factious controversy, the
NRC was considering the first of Edlow’s applications, which requested a
license to export about , kilograms of uranium. The Indian government
complained bitterly to the State Department about the delays in the shipment,
and State Department officials, citing India’s urgent need for the uranium,
pressed for a prompt and favorable decision. They insisted that otherwise, “it
would be impossible to engage in a constructive dialogue with the Indians.” On
 July , the commissioners voted by a margin of  to  to approve Edlow’s
application. The majority voted in favor of the license to avoid an “undue
adverse impact on U.S. foreign policy interests,” but cautioned that future
shipments would hinge on a careful examination of the effectiveness of safe-
guards to deter India from reprocessing fuel from Tarapur for nuclear explo-
sives. Gilinsky cast the dissenting vote in the commission’s decision; he
expressed his “lack of confidence that genuinely effective safeguards” would be
applied at Tarapur and added that India had “played with words in the past”
about its nuclear programs.
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Less than three weeks after its vote on Edlow’s first application, the NRC
opened public hearings on the second application, which requested a shipment
of about , kilograms of uranium. The hearings received extensive coverage
from television and radio networks, major U.S. and Indian newspapers, news
services, weekly news magazines, and the trade press. The arguments presented
at the hearings followed by-then-familiar patterns. Opponents of the license,
contending that the failure to strongly protest India’s nuclear test in  had
indicated that the United States did not take proliferation seriously, urged the
NRC to reject Edlow’s license application unless India accepted strict safe-
guards and agreed not to reprocess spent fuel from the Tarapur reactors. Myron
Kratzer, the State Department’s acting assistant secretary of oceans and inter-
national environmental affairs, appealed to the commission to approve the
application on the grounds that it would affirm the U.S. status as a “reliable
supplier,” and in that way improve its leverage in promoting nonproliferation.
In response to skeptical queries from Gilinsky, and to a lesser extent, the other
commissioners, he insisted that the United States had protested India’s nuclear
explosion with adequate zeal and that India had since provided firm assurances
that it would not divert materials from Tarapur for further tests. After the
hearings ended, the commission, despite Indian claims that the uranium was
urgently needed, voted to postpone a decision until the State Department
investigated the possibility of preventing reprocessing by purchasing Tarapur’s
spent fuel from India.

While the NRC was weighing the merits of the competing positions on
Tarapur, Congress was considering a number of bills intended to resolve the
procedural and policy uncertainties that prevailed on the question of nuclear
exports. Despite differences in the specific provisions of the bills and jurisdic-
tional conflicts among committees, the legislation introduced in Congress in
 showed similarities in two crucial respects. The first was a determination
to exercise tighter control over nuclear exports and dissatisfaction with the
performance of the executive branch. In part, this was a reflection of the deep
hostility that had arisen between the White House and Congress in the previous
few years as a result of the Vietnam War and the Watergate scandal. Congress
was not disposed to accept the positions of  the executive branch without
scrutiny or dissent. Its members were much more attentive to foreign policy
issues and much more likely to challenge the president’s views.

By the summer of  many members of Congress had found the executive
branch’s arguments on exports questionable, and therefore, they sought to
impose policies they thought would offer better protection against proliferation
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and terrorist threats. The State Department’s response to the reports that India
had used U.S.-supplied heavy water for its nuclear test had intensified congres-
sional misgivings. This was not merely a matter of political partisanship, even
in a presidential election year. Charles Percy, one of the three sponsors of the
Senate Government Operations Committee’s bill, was a Republican. The White
House suffered what one trade journal called a “severe blow” in June when
Republican Congressman John B. Anderson of Illinois, the ranking minority
member of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, aired his doubts about the
administration’s approach to nuclear exports. “I am a little disturbed at indica-
tions of a business-as-usual attitude within the Administration, a fear that
America is going to lose its competitive advantage,” he commented. Congres-
sional attitudes toward the executive branch increased the appeal of giving the
NRC a major role in deciding on nuclear exports.

The other similarity shared by the various bills introduced in Congress was
distrust of the intentions and capabilities of foreign countries and, conse-
quently, an inclination to proceed with unilateral requirements. This demon-
strated congressional concern that the administration’s approach was too lax to
deter the diversion of fuel for nuclear weapons, to prevent terrorists from
acquiring nuclear materials, or to discourage other supplier nations from selling
fuel cycle plants. India, of course, was the prime example of the limits of U.S.
policy, but it was not the only one. Ribicoff complained about the export deals
that West Germany had made with Brazil and that France was working on with
Pakistan. He suggested that if those countries did not agree to stricter export
policies, the United States should apply pressure by withholding reactor fuel
from them.

At the same time that Congress was moving toward legislation on nuclear
exports, Democratic presidential candidate Jimmy Carter was announcing his
commitment to nonproliferation and criticizing the efforts of the Ford admini-
stration. The campaign of  was the first time that the benefits and liabilities
of nuclear power as a source of electricity became a major issue in a presidential
race, and proliferation was a prominent feature of the debate. Carter wrote in
his campaign autobiography Why Not the Best?: “The biggest waste and danger
of all is the unnecessary proliferation of atomic weapons throughout the world.
Our ultimate goal should be the elimination of nuclear-weapon capability
among all nations.” Carter elaborated his position in a heavily publicized
speech he delivered to an energy conference at the United Nations on  May
. He cited the risks of nuclear power that reactor accidents, radioactive
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waste, and terrorist threats presented and continued: “Beyond these dangers,
there is the fearsome prospect that the spread of nuclear reactors will mean the
spread of nuclear weapons to many nations.” Later in the campaign, Carter
charged that the Ford administration had “ignored the increased risks of nuclear
war and the deadly threat posed by plutonium in the hands of terrorists.”

By the summer of , it was apparent to White House officials that they
needed to address the proliferation issue for policy and political reasons. Noting
the “growing concern in the Congress and the public about the potential
proliferation of nuclear weapons,” Glenn R. Schleede, associate director of the
White House Domestic Council, pointed out that the Ford administration had
achieved considerable success through quiet diplomacy. It had taken the initia-
tive to convene the London Suppliers Group, which had reached important
agreements about nuclear export policies. It had pressured South Korea into
canceling its deal with France to buy a reprocessing plant. It had actively
encouraged adherence to the Nonproliferation Treaty, and sixteen more na-
tions, including Germany, Japan, Italy, Belgium, and the Netherlands, had
signed it. Nevertheless, Schleede acknowledged that those actions “appear
inadequate in the face of current Congressional and public attitudes.” By June
 the White House staff had concluded that a presidential statement on
nuclear exports and safeguards was needed to respond to increasing concern
about those issues and to make the position of the president clear.

The administration undertook an extensive interagency review of its posi-
tions on nuclear issues during the summer and early fall of . On  October,
Ford released a fourteen-page statement that was the most comprehensive and
searching government survey of the relationship between nuclear power and
nuclear weapons since the Acheson-Lilienthal plan. Written in a period of
about five months by members of the White House staff and officials from
ERDA, the State Department, and other executive branch agencies, it affirmed
the administration’s strong support for nuclear power without glossing over the
potential pitfalls of expanding the use of the technology. “There is no doubt
that nuclear energy represents one [of] the best hopes for satisfying the rising
world demand for energy with minimum environmental impact,” Ford’s state-
ment declared. “Unfortunately – and this is the root of the problem – the same
plutonium produced in nuclear power plants can, when chemically separated,
also be used to make nuclear explosives.” The president expressed confidence
that the problem could be overcome through “an international cooperative
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effort involving many nations, including both nuclear suppliers and customers.”
He reiterated the position that ERDA and the State Department had advanced
in congressional and NRC hearings – that the United States “must maintain its
role as a major and reliable world supplier of nuclear reactors and fuel” in order
to promote the goal of nonproliferation.

Ford reported a series of steps he had taken to discourage the proliferation
of nuclear weapons and to protect nuclear materials from the “terrible increase
in violence and terrorism throughout the world.” He disclosed that he had
adopted a new position on the reprocessing of spent fuel in the United States –
that it should not proceed “unless there is sound reason to conclude that the
world community can effectively overcome the associated risks of prolifera-
tion.” He directed the State Department to undertake negotiations with other
nations to: ) ensure that buyers of nuclear fuel had an adequate supply without
requiring their own fuel enrichment or reprocessing plants; ) make arrange-
ments for the disposition of spent fuel; ) strengthen the safeguards functions
of the IAEA; and ) improve physical security at nuclear plants in other
countries. He announced that if any nation violated safeguards agreements,
“especially the diversion of nuclear material for use in making explosives,” the
United States would respond, “at a minimum,” by immediately cutting off its
shipments of nuclear fuel. The president also declared that the United States
would apply stricter standards on nuclear exports by limiting them, except in
rare cases, to countries that were signatories of the Nonproliferation Treaty or
that accepted full safeguards.

Ford’s statement did not guarantee that his policies would always produce
the desired results, but it did offer hope that international nuclear problems
could be managed by “extraordinary coordination of the policies of all nations
toward the common good.” It not only provided an unprecedentedly clear
presentation of what the U.S. approach to exports and international safeguards
should be, it also suggested that the United States would apply more rigorous
criteria in exporting nuclear fuel. Jimmy Carter disparaged the statement as “a
short-sighted, campaign-inspired attempt to correct the timid record of the
past.” NRC chairman Marcus A. Rowden was more charitable when he called
it a “watershed for this country,  bringing new focus  to the international
implications of nuclear development.”

The impact of Ford’s statement was diminished, if not erased, by Carter’s
victory in the election. When the new administration took office, it immediately
undertook its own investigation of nuclear programs. It clearly had no intention
of committing itself to the findings or the policies that Ford had announced,
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though it was less certain about what its approach to nuclear proliferation and
safeguards should be. The Carter administration was divided along lines that
were similar to the competing positions on the legislation that had been
introduced in Congress in  and . On the one hand, officials in the State
Department and other executive agencies argued that Carter’s goal of nonpro-
liferation could best be achieved by cooperative arrangements with other
nations. On the other hand, a group of White House advisers, labeled by
political scientist Michael J. Brenner as “purists,” insisted that the United States
must take a hard line on reprocessing and nuclear exports; they were not greatly
concerned with the international impact of a largely unilateral approach. When
Carter did not clearly choose between those views, the result was disarray,
confusion, and, in the minds of some foreign leaders, ineptitude.

While Carter’s advisers where conducting a review of nuclear policy that
he ordered the day after he took office, the president sought to advance his
nonproliferation objectives through quiet diplomacy. He sent Vice President
Walter Mondale to Germany to, among other things, try to convince the Bonn
government to renounce its sale of fuel cycle plants to Brazil. The Germans
flatly refused. State Department officials who attempted to persuade Brazil to
back out of its agreement with Germany were also summarily rebuffed. Ameri-
can appeals to France to cancel its deal with Pakistan were equally fruitless.
The Carter administration’s efforts were not only unsuccessful but also coun-
terproductive. They generated ill-will and toughened resistance to the U.S.
position. They also raised alarm in foreign countries that the United States
would withhold fuel supplies they needed or undermine plans to reprocess
spent fuel that France, Britain, Germany, and Japan deemed essential for
meeting their energy needs.

Foreign suspicions of Carter’s approach to nonproliferation were hardly
mollified by the statement on “nuclear power policy” that he issued on  April
. The statement was a sketchy one-and-a-half-page list of actions that the
president planned to take. It cited both the benefits of  nuclear power for
satisfying world energy needs and the risks of proliferation that accompanied
its use. “We believe that these risks would be vastly increased,” it pointed out,
“by the further spread of sensitive technologies which entail direct access to
plutonium, highly enriched uranium or other weapons useable material.” That
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judgment echoed Ford’s statement and was incontestable. But with the excep-
tion of domestic reprocessing, which would be “indefinitely” deferred, Carter’s
statement did not provide clear guidance on how the administration would deal
with the problem.

Carter’s statement and remarks to the press that he made immediately after
releasing it did not suggest that the United States sought to impose its will on
Britain, France, Germany, or Japan on the question of reprocessing spent fuel.
Indeed, he stated that “they have a perfect right to go ahead and continue with
their own reprocessing efforts.” This came as a surprise to his advisers, even the
moderates, who had no advance warning that the president would offer such a
blanket approval of reprocessing in those nations. Later the same day, Robert
Fri, acting administrator of ERDA, and Joseph S. Nye, Jr., the State Depart-
ment’s point man on proliferation issues, held their own press briefing to clarify
the president’s comments. They explained that the president’s statement ap-
plied only to domestic issues and that the administration had not yet agreed on
a decision as to how it would deal with the nuclear policies and programs of
other nations. Fri and Nye’s press conference produced confusion and conster-
nation among foreign officials who were trying to grasp the meaning of the
president’s message.

Less than three weeks later, on  April , Carter sent a message to
Congress along with proposed legislation on nonproliferation and exports. This
time the statement was much clearer about the president’s priorities and
intentions on international nuclear issues. Carter acknowledged that his legis-
lation drew heavily from bills that Congress was already considering, and, like
them, it focused on unilateral measures. It differed from them principally by
offering greater flexibility and opportunity for cooperation with other nations
than proposals that members of Congress had drafted. The bill, introduced by
Senator Glenn on April , defined the conditions that other nations should
be expected to meet in order to receive nuclear exports from the United States,
at least for an interim period. Carter’s proposal called for the renegotiation of
existing agreements with other nations to set more stringent conditions. The
revised agreements would specify that U.S. cooperation would cease with any
nation that exploded a nuclear device or violated IAEA safeguards and that the
United States must approve reprocessing not only of U.S.-supplied fuel but also
of “all special nuclear material produced through use of U.S. equipment.” New
bilateral agreements would impose the same conditions. The administration’s
bill promised that the United States would remain a “reliable supplier” of
nuclear materials to all nations that accepted its requirements, and it called for
international negotiations to deal with reprocessing and other fuel cycle issues.
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The proposed legislation did not change the role of the NRC in issuing export
licenses, but it did allow the president to override the agency’s decisions.

Carter’s proposals affirmed  many  of the same policies adopted by the
London Suppliers Group and advanced by President Ford in , but they went
further by calling for the renegotiation of existing bilateral agreements and
broadening requirements for U.S. approval of reprocessing in other nations. In
keeping with the legislation already introduced in Congress, the administra-
tion’s bill sought to discourage reprocessing except under conditions agreeable
to the United States. It appeared to take a middle ground between the “purists”
on the White House staff who adamantly opposed reprocessing and the mod-
erates in executive branch agencies who sought enough flexibility in the U.S.
approach to win the support and cooperation of other nations. The president’s
statement cited his intention that the United States serve as a reliable supplier
of nuclear exports to “those who genuinely share our desire for non-proliferation.”
It left open the question of how imposing new conditions on consuming nations
might affect the U.S. role – or the perception of the U.S. role – as a reliable
supplier.

Hearings and debate on the Carter administration’s bill and somewhat
different measures introduced by Representative Jonathan Bingham (D-NY) in
the House and Percy in the Senate extended over a period of several months.
Although there was wide agreement on the need for legislation and for stricter
export requirements, there were differences of opinion on conditions for export
licensing and the degree of flexibility that the executive branch should be
permitted. The bill that Congress passed in February  emphasized unilat-
eral criteria that would be used to decide on export licenses and reaffirmed the
independent role of the NRC in reviewing applications. The bill itemized
requirements that executive branch agencies and the NRC would immediately
impose: ) application of IAEA safeguards to exported materials or facilities;
) prohibition on the use of exported materials for nuclear explosives; ) ade-
quate physical security measures for exported materials or nuclear plants;
) prohibition of the retransfer to other countries of U.S.-supplied material
without  the approval  of the United States; ) prohibition of reprocessing
U.S.-supplied fuel without the approval of the United States; and ) prohibition
on the export of enrichment, reprocessing, or heavy-water technology unless
the first five conditions were met. In addition, the legislation included a seventh
criterion, effective after eighteen months, that mandated the imposition of
IAEA safeguards on all nuclear facilities and materials (not just those supplied
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by the United States) in non-nuclear-weapons states. The common term for
such a requirement was “full-scope” safeguards.

The bill that Congress passed set time limits for executive agencies and the
NRC to review export applications and outlined the procedures they would
follow. In the event that NRC ruled against an application, the president could
override the agency’s findings if refusing to export the requested materials
would be “seriously prejudicial to the achievement of United States non-
proliferation objectives, or would otherwise jeopardize the common defense
and security.” If Congress disagreed with the president’s judgment, it could
exercise a legislative veto by a majority vote of both houses. The legislation
required the executive branch to renegotiate bilateral agreements in order to
incorporate the tighter provisions it laid out. The unilateral criteria it included
were more detailed, more categorical, and more stringent than any previous
U.S. export requirements. The focus of the bill and the debate that led up to it
was nonproliferation, but the final measure also contained criteria designed to
discourage the theft of nuclear materials from foreign facilities. This had been
a key concern that had spurred congressional action on international safeguards
when legislation was first introduced in . The NRC was made responsible
for evaluating the effectiveness of physical security and of control and account-
ability procedures for nuclear materials in other countries. International safe-
guards would be required to provide the same level of protection as NRC
regulations for domestic safeguards.

The nonproliferation bill passed the House by a vote of  to  and the Senate
by a margin of  to . The Carter administration found the legislation to be
generally satisfactory. James T. McIntyre, acting director of the Office of
Management and Budget, told the president that the “bill makes significant
improvements in the U.S. program for governing peaceful nuclear exports. . . .
The Administration has worked extensively with the Congress to produce a
good bill, and . . . the Congress has incorporated many of our suggested amend-
ments.” The only executive branch agency that urged Carter to veto the bill
was the Justice Department. It objected to the “legislative encroachments” on
executive authority, which included several presidential actions that Congress
could override by concurrent resolution, as unconstitutional. Carter signed the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act at a White House ceremony on  March .
He thanked the congressional sponsors of the legislation for framing “a clarified
and an adequate American policy” on nuclear exports. He remarked that “some
of our friends abroad will have to readjust their policy,” and added, “I think they
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will see the wisdom of the action that the Senate and the House have taken in
this legislation.”

The president’s comment about foreign reactions to the new law soon proved
to be overly optimistic. The act caused dismay in Europe and Japan and harsh
criticism of the president, especially for its requirements for renegotiation of
bilateral agreements and its prohibition  of reprocessing and retransfer of
nuclear fuel without U.S. consent. West German chancellor Helmut Schmidt
called it an “unfriendly act” and a “breach of law.” One report from Europe
noted that the president’s pledge that the United States would remain a reliable
supplier “is now  regarded as  little more than a Presidential platitude by
countries outside the United States.” Ryukicki Imai, manager of the engineer-
ing department of the Japan Atomic Power Company, declared: “What bothers
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me is the manner in which the U.S. version of the truth is forcefully presented
to the world, including unilateral changes in multilateral accords such as the
Non-Proliferation Treaty. . . . The United States no longer can impose upon
the world its own version of the truth; but, by attempting to do so, it can cause
enormous disturbances.” The Carter administration attempted to reassure
European nations and Japan, but with limited success. The legislation and the
response to it overseas were distressing to the U.S. nuclear industry, which
feared a loss of markets because of growing doubts among foreign customers
that the United States would supply the fuel they needed to run their nuclear
plants. A General Electric executive commented that the nonproliferation act
placed American companies “at a significant disadvantage” for competing in
world markets.

The first test of the impact of the nonproliferation act on American nuclear
exports occurred a short time after the president signed the law. The issue was
the shipment of nuclear fuel to India for the Tarapur reactors. The outcome
suggested that the Carter administration was more flexible in applying the
requirements of the act and more inclined to place nuclear export issues within
the larger framework of U.S. foreign policy than some critics charged. It also
suggested that Carter’s commitment to carrying out the purposes of the law
was less of a priority than his rhetoric about the dangers of proliferation had
proclaimed.

In August  the NRC had postponed a decision on a license application
to export  low  enriched uranium for Tarapur until the State Department
explored the possibility of repurchasing the spent fuel from the reactors so that
it could not be reprocessed in India. Nearly eleven months later, on  June
, the commission approved the application by a vote of  to . It did so on
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the basis of State Department assurances that the Indian government had
agreed in principle to U.S. repurchase of spent fuel from Tarapur. It also
responded to the State Department’s argument that a “new and democratic
Government” under the leadership of Prime Minister Morarji Desai had
recently taken office in India, and NRC approval of the export application
would help establish a “favorable atmosphere” for negotiations on a “variety of
issues, including nuclear matters.”

The question of U.S. shipments to India and Indian acceptance of safeguards
was, however, far from settled. While another application for U.S.-supplied
uranium was pending, President Carter discussed nuclear issues with Desai
during a two-day visit to India in January . Desai offered assurances that
India would not conduct any further tests with nuclear explosives. But he
refused to accept full-scope safeguards that covered all of its nuclear facilities,
which he regarded as an affront to Indian sovereignty. Carter pressed him on
safeguards and warned that once Congress passed the nonproliferation act,
which was still under consideration, he could not guarantee that the United
States would supply fuel for Tarapur. A short time later the president suffered
an embarrassment when a television microphone inadvertently caught him
complaining to Secretary of State Cyrus Vance that Desai was “pretty adamant
about the nuclear fuel thing.” Without realizing that the microphone was
picking up his remarks, he told Vance that after they returned home they would
send a “cold and very blunt” letter to the prime minister about safeguards.
Nevertheless, in a speech to the Indian parliament, he reiterated a promise he
made to Desai that the United States would authorize the pending shipment
of uranium as well as heavy water that India had requested. A troubled Senator
Glenn promptly issued a press release regretting India’s refusal of full-scope
safeguards and reminding the president that his promise of fuel for Tarapur
could not be fulfilled without NRC approval.

A few days after Carter’s talks with Desai, the State Department recom-
mended NRC approval of the export license for Tarapur that was under review
in order to avoid damaging U.S. relations with India and reducing the chances
of working out a satisfactory agreement on safeguards. It also urged the NRC
to make a decision promptly because of India’s immediate need for fuel, though
it did not explain why it had taken a full year to reach its own conclusions about
the application. By the time the NRC began to consider the license, Congress
had passed and the president had signed the nonproliferation act. In deliberat-
ing over the application, the commissioners were acutely aware that their
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findings would take on special significance as a precedent for future judgments
on export licenses.

On  April  the commission deadlocked in a  to  vote and passed the
decision on supplying fuel to Tarapur on to the president. Chairman Joseph M.
Hendrie and Commissioner Richard T. Kennedy, who voted in favor of issuing
the license, argued that the executive branch and the agency staff had presented
a strong case for approving the application. They also submitted that the NRC
lacked a mandate to decide on foreign policy issues. “The law did not intend
this commission to rule on foreign policy,” Kennedy, a former member of
Kissinger’s staff on the National Security Council, complained. “This is not
only incorrect, it may even be illegal.” The dissenters, Commissioners Gilinsky
and Peter A. Bradford, voted against the license on the bases that India did not
accept full-scope safeguards and was unlikely to do so within the eighteen-
month period allowed by the nonproliferation act. They insisted that their
position applied to the NRC’s role in judging nuclear exports and that the
president,  from a broader  foreign policy  perspective, might well  reach a
different conclusion. The “judgment is his to make,” they commented, “based
on considerations that are legitimately apart from those imposed on us.”

Carter, in keeping with his promise to Desai in January, quickly elected to
send the fuel to India. National security adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski and
presidential counsel Robert Lipshutz advised him to approve the export license,
and on  April  Carter announced that he would authorize the shipment
of uranium for Tarapur. He cited his confidence that India would keep its word
not to use the fuel for “any explosive or military purpose” and his conviction
that “denial of this export would seriously undermine our efforts to persuade
India to accept full-scope safeguards.” Carter’s decision received mixed re-
views. The Wall Street Journal reminded readers of Carter’s stand on the issue
during the  election campaign and mocked the “continuing burlesque” of
“play[ing] patsy . . . after setting the stage with trumpet fanfares and heraldic
processions.” The New York Times was more charitable. It pointed out that
Carter had “taken a calculated risk”  in hopes that  India would agree to
full-scope safeguards within the eighteen-month grace period and concluded
that this was “a gamble worth taking.” The Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act
allowed Congress sixty days to override the president’s action. After hearings
in both House and Senate committees, the House voted  to  in support of
the president by defeating a resolution to disallow the shipment to India. A
presidential decision could be vetoed only if both houses voted to overrule it.
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The Carter administration’s hope that continuing to supply fuel for Tarapur
would pave the way for Indian acceptance of full-scope safeguards proved to
be ill founded. During the grace period  before the nonproliferation  act’s
requirement that the United States would send nuclear materials only to
nations with full-scope safeguards became effective, executive branch agencies
continued to support exports to India. The NRC, after a lengthy process marked
by sharp divisions among the commissioners, approved a license application
for uranium for Tarapur by a  to  vote on  March . But India steadfastly
refused to agree to full-scope safeguards, and when the grace period ended, the
NRC voted  to  in April  to deny another export license application on
the grounds that allowing the shipment would violate the nonproliferation act.
Once again, this meant that Carter would have to override the NRC’s judgment
if he thought that national interests would be best served by making the
shipment.

In the spring of  a series of complex and delicate considerations sur-
rounding the Tarapur issue confronted the president. The State Department
argued that withholding the uranium would undermine rather than advance
the goal of nonproliferation. If the United States did not authorize the exports,
India could claim that it was no longer bound by the bilateral agreement of .
It could then reprocess the spent fuel from previous shipments to Tarapur that
was still in storage in India, which would yield enough plutonium to make
perhaps one hundred nuclear weapons. Further, if the United States declined
to make the shipment, it would end any hope that India would accept full-scope
safeguards. The executive  branch appealed  for flexibility in applying the
nonproliferation law as the best means to carry out its objectives. Carter was
also worried that alienating India, the most powerful country on the Asian
subcontinent, would weaken U.S. influence in the region at a time that he was
seeking to counter the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, which had occurred a
few months earlier. He feared that denial of the shipment would drive India
closer to the Soviet Union and diminish chances that it would support U.S.
protests against Soviet actions in Afghanistan. With those considerations in
mind, Carter again chose to override the NRC and authorize the shipment of
uranium to India.

Once again, the scene shifted to Congress, where support for the president’s
action was much softer than it had been in . Senator Glenn declared, “In a
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stunning display of self-deception, the administration refused to acknowledge
the adverse impact the uranium sale would have on our nonproliferation
objectives.” He argued that permitting the exports to go to India despite its lack
of compliance with the nonproliferation act would severely undermine U.S.
credibility with both nuclear suppliers and buyers. It would make the United
States appear to be unwilling to carry out its own law and too weak to resist the
Indian threat of “extortion” by reprocessing existing spent fuel from Tarapur.
“The real Indian threat,” Glenn maintained, “is not the removal of safeguards
from Tarapur; it is the lack of safeguards at its other facilities.” Many members
of Congress agreed. On  September  the House voted overwhelmingly,
 to , to veto Carter’s decision. The administration, particularly Secretary
of State Edmund S. Muskie, lobbied aggressively in the Senate, seeking support
not only on the merits of its position but also, at least in attempting to persuade
Democratic members, on the basis that a congressional override would be a
serious embarrassment to the president that would hurt his chances for re-
election. The administration’s efforts were enough to barely prevail; by a vote
of  to  the Senate refused to block the shipment.

The Senate’s vote was, at best, a narrow and reluctant endorsement of
Carter’s performance on proliferation issues. The question of shipping uranium
to India was, as former national security adviser McGeorge Bundy commented
in June , a debate with “good guys on both sides” and “not a contest between
the children of light and the children of darkness.” He could have made the
same observation about proliferation issues in general during the s; their
uncertainties and complexities caused divisions among policymakers, legisla-
tors, and agency officials who sought to deter proliferation and terrorism.
Although there was wide agreement on the importance of nonproliferation and
international safeguards, there was much less agreement on how to achieve
them or how they ranked in priority with other foreign policy goals. After the
early s, those questions were visible enough to create controversy and
perplexing enough to defy consensus.

Congress seized the initiative on addressing the issues of international
safeguards and nonproliferation, in large part because of the Nixon admini-
stration’s mild response to the Indian nuclear test of . A growing number
of members of Congress found the executive branch’s approach to proliferation
and safeguards overly indulgent and made clear their commitment to placing
strict unilateral requirements on nuclear exports. The eventual result was the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act of , which embodied not only congressional
dissatisfaction with the White House but also distrust of foreign countries on
proliferation matters. Although it gave the president the power to override the
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judgment of the NRC on exports, it also mandated a constitutionally dubious
congressional veto of presidential decisions. The law angered foreign nations,
but more than any other U.S. action during the s, it was an unambiguous
statement that the United States was serious about nonproliferation and pre-
pared to take strong measures to promote it.

The unilateral approach to nonproliferation  that a series of legislative
proposals emphasized, beginning with the Ribicoff, Glenn, and Percy bill of
, troubled White House and other executive branch officials who favored
international cooperation as the best way to slow the spread of nuclear arms.
In contrast to Nixon’s largely indifferent attitude, Ford, for both policy and
political reasons, was much more active and aggressive in dealing with prolif-
eration. His administration achieved an important if limited agreement on
export policies with other nuclear suppliers and won new signatories for the
Nonproliferation Treaty. It also prepared a forthright and wide-ranging state-
ment on nuclear power and proliferation that the president issued in October
. But Ford’s efforts were cut short by his election defeat; the effectiveness of
his proposals did not have a chance to be tested.

Carter entered office after making nonproliferation a major campaign issue,
even to the point of calling for the “elimination of nuclear-weapon capability
among all nations.” But the president and his advisers lacked a well-defined
approach for translating his campaign flourishes into an effective or consistent
policy. Carter failed to choose between the conflicting views of his advisers and
showed little appreciation of the energy needs or diplomatic sensitivities of
other nations. Despite his training as a nuclear engineer at the U.S. Naval
Academy, he seemed only dimly aware of the technical and political complexi-
ties of the problem. Eventually, Carter’s policies came to demonstrate greater
consistency and more recognition of the impact of his positions on foreign
countries; indeed, his critics thought he was all too sensitive toward India on
the export issue. Carter’s decision to authorize uranium exports to India in 
and  conflicted sharply with his own rhetoric about halting the spread of,
if not completely abolishing, nuclear weapons. This was a clear case in which
Carter modified the ideals he had espoused in response to the pressures and
competing demands of policymaking. Although he remained deeply commit-
ted to nonproliferation, he tacitly acknowledged his inability to advance his
ideals without endangering diplomatic objectives that he concluded were more
vital.

At the end of Carter’s presidency, U.S. nonproliferation policy, although
more coherent than it was early in his administration, remained in disarray in
important respects. The president’s judgment on shipping uranium to India did
not violate the nonproliferation act, but it undermined the purposes of the
legislation and downgraded the priority of the issue as a foreign policy goal.
Journalist Tad Szulc spoke for many critics when he complained that Carter’s
policies on India meant that “our global stand on non-proliferation is no longer
credible.” Despite cooperative efforts with other nations that eased tensions,
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Carter’s policies and the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act antagonized American
allies in Western Europe and Japan. Acting on their perceptions of the need for
plutonium as a major source of energy in the future, those nations went ahead
with their plans for reprocessing spent fuel. Great Britain and France decided
to build new reprocessing facilities and entered into contracts to sell plutonium
from those plants with other European countries and Japan. “The result,” NRC
commissioner Gilinsky observed, “was to put the United States in a box.” If, in
accordance with the nonproliferation act, it prohibited the transfer of spent fuel
from U.S.-supplied fuel or reactors for reprocessing, it “pulled the rug from
under close allies and friends.” But if it acquiesced, it “implied acceptance of
defeat in the effort to control reprocessing.” Under those circumstances, “the
most interesting question in nuclear energy policy today is how the United
States will thread its way through this minefield.” The difficulties that Szulc
and Gilinsky reported in  remained unresolved when Carter left the White
House.

Nevertheless, despite the controversies, complexities, uncertainties, incon-
sistencies, shifting priorities, and inherent difficulties in determining nonpro-
liferation policies, the United States made important gains during the s,
particularly if measured by the relatively limited goals outlined by the White
House and Congress after the Indian nuclear explosion of . The objectives
sought at that time were to slow the spread of nuclear weapons and to improve
international safeguards to make nuclear plants less vulnerable to terrorist
attacks. Executive branch agencies, Congress, and the AEC/NRC adopted new
policies or took new approaches that advanced those objectives though quiet
diplomacy (sometimes escalated into intense pressure), the nonproliferation
act, and tighter safeguards requirements. Carter’s accomplishments did not
match the ambitions he cited in his rhetoric, but, as the State Department’s Nye
suggested in , the president, along with Congress, “contributed to a slower
rate of proliferation by raising the priority of the issue” to new levels of visibility
and policy concern. Michael Brenner, a severe critic of Carter’s approach,
agreed that he deserved credit for “the conviction and courage to tackle the
issue frontally.”

The effort to discourage proliferation and upgrade international safeguards
achieved an important if limited measure of success not only because of the
increased attention it received in the highest levels of the U.S. government but
also because it coincided with the interests of U.S. allies. They shared with the
United States a commitment to combating terrorism and proliferation, and for
that reason they supported, to a point, measures designed to improve safeguards.
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They took steps to upgrade physical security arrangements in their nuclear
plants and joined in cooperative arrangements to curb proliferation to protect
their own national security interests. They did not require the advice of the
United States to recognize the dangers of the spread of nuclear arms to more
nation-states or to terrorist groups.

When the interests of other nations differed from those of the United States,
however, they were much less inclined to accept American positions. This was
true, for example, in marketing nuclear plants and materials to foreign states.
In early , West Germany and Switzerland reached an agreement with
Argentina to sell civilian nuclear equipment that could be useful in making
nuclear weapons, over the protests of Carter and other U.S. officials. “We go
over there and recite for them, ad nauseam, the American [nonproliferation]
law,” lamented one State Department diplomat, “and all they do is smile at us.”

The refusal to accept  U.S. wishes was especially apparent in the case of
reprocessing, which Western Europe and Japan viewed as a vital step to ensure
energy sufficiency in the future. Even this issue became less divisive, however,
because the growth of nuclear power sharply declined in the United States and
abroad. The boom of the late s and early s had slowed substantially a
decade later. As a result of the doldrums that hit the nuclear power industry,
the arrival of plutonium as a major source of fuel was at least delayed, along
with much of the debate over the likelihood that its use would increase the risks
of proliferation and terrorist acquisition of a nuclear bomb. This did not resolve
the problems of proliferation and safeguards, but it postponed the need to deal
further with the connections between nuclear power and nuclear weapons as a
matter of priority.
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